
 

     ADVENTURES IN ZAMBEZIA is a July, 2014 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

South Africa   2012   color   82 minutes   feature animation dramedy in English 

The National Film and Video Foundation of South Africa / Triggerfish Animation 
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17 of a possible 20 points                                                   ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

            Direction: Wayne Thornley 

1          Editing: Michel Smit, Luke McKay, Paul Spiers 

2          Camera: Lindsay Van Blerk* 

1          Lighting: Francois deVilliers 

2          Screenplay: Andrew Cook, Anthony Silverston, Raffaella Delle Donne,  

            Wayne Thornley 

2          Music: Bruce Retief*, J. B. Arthur, Keith Davies, Mark Dickson 

2          Production Designer: Allan Cameron* 

2          Animation: Quentin Vogel (Lead animator), Remi Abrahams, Tessa Comrie, 

            Harold Courchays, Kane Croudace, Mduduzi Cwele, Mohammed Dreyer, 

            Ruaan Grobler (Lead animator), Jac Hamman, Abigail Kwan,  



            Jean-Pierre LeRoux, Matthew Lowry, Keenan Manshon, Francois Maree, 

            Greg Murray, Cornelius Oosthuizen, Maahir Pandie, Roberto Pita,  

            Sue-Mari Sauer, Tumelo Selamolela, Hayley Smuts, Gareth Thomas,  

            Jako Tromp, Shane Turner, Gillian Van Aardt, Lindsay Van Blerk 

            (Animation Director), Kevin van Kraayenburg, Rohan Visagie, Quentin Vogel 

1          Sound: Petra Bach (Sound Supervisor), David Accord, Ellis Burman,  

            Stash  Couvaras (Sound Designers), Rita Kedineoglu, Ryan Millard,  

            George Thompson, Stephen Webster (Sound Recording), Mark Appleby, 

            Stan Oda (Sound Mixers) 

2          Voices Cast: Jeremy Suarez (Kai), Abigail Breslin* (Zoe), Jeff Goldblum  

            (Ajax),  Leonard Nimoy (Sekhuru, chief bird), Samuel Jackson  

            (Tendai, Kai’s father), Richard Grant (Cecil, brother of Sill, killed by  

            Tendai while attacking an egg), Jenifer Lewis (Gogo the Stork),  

            Jim Cummings* (Budzo the Lizard, villain), Jamal Nixon (Ezee),  

            David Shaughnessy (Morton, a marabou, fourth cousin to Cecil),  

            Noureen DeWulf (Pavi), Tania Gunadi (Tini, a weaver bird), 

            Deep Roy (Mushana), Phil LaMarr (Announcer Bird), others 

2          Creativity 

17 total points 

 

     Kai, junior falcon, has a typical juvenile problem, an overprotective father who 

just won’t let him explore new territory. Sound familiar? In Kai’s case, his dad 

Tendai is motivated by the loss of a spouse. He doesn’t dare put his son at risk, 

even if the only way to avoid it is to lead an isolated existence in a remote 

wilderness called Katungu.  

     Into this bleak environment come uncooperative, hungry marabous, one of 

whom, Sill, must be eliminated in order to save the life of weaver bird mother 

Tini’s offspring still inside its egg. Tendai does the necessary act, a deed earning 

enmity from his adversary’s surviving brother, Cecil. Cecil vows revenge, flying off 

with fourth cousin Morton to scavenge in a safer location. From Gogo the Stork 

and Tini Kai learns of the bird city of Zambezia and its protectors, superior flyers 

called the Hurricanes. Believing himself to be no ordinary bird, Kai begins to 

ponder flying off with Gogo and Tini to join the renowned Hurricanes. That would 



give his life a purpose, something it completely lacks, in his opinion, at the 

moment. To leave dad and Katunga involves open defiance of Tendai and his 

rules. Does Kai have sufficient courage and independence to do so? You bet. 

     Meanwhile, Cecil and Morton have encountered Budzo, a Leguaan, who is just 

as hungry for bird eggs as they are. He, too, has a score to settle with Tendai, for 

their last encounter proved a costly one for the monitor lizard. Budzo offers the 

marabous a proposition they’re afraid to refuse: since falcons don’t offer 

hospitality, perhaps an alliance with iguanas would be more beneficial. Together 

they can perhaps wreck and ravage Zambezia, assuring themselves of plentiful 

food in the process. Wouldn’t that be fitting revenge for the death of Sill? 

     Arriving eventually in the promised land of Zambezia, a region surrounding 

Victoria Falls, Kai is escorted around the metropolis by Ezee, an indolent nightjar. 

He meets Sekhuru, sage and leader of the city, and Sekhuru’s adopted daughter, 

Zoe. The former relates some background information about Zambezia, while the 

latter pines to try out for the Hurricanes.  

     Learning that upcoming trials for Hurricane hopefuls are about to be held, Kai 

rushes off to participate. His effective, though unorthodox, flying tactics win him 

temporarily a rookie spot. But a solo rescue effort unauthorized by Ajax, 

instructor and commander of the Hurricanes, lands Kai in hot water. He’s booted 

off the security team’s roster, becoming a kind of free agent defender. Therefore, 

a potential ally of equally spurned Zoe.  Soon a low-key romance between the two 

outsiders commences. 

     Budzo is busy with marabou confederates snaring weaver birds, careless 

Hurricanes, even a feckless Tendai. Forced to create a woven bridge by their 

captor, weavers under the leadership of Tini apply themselves grudgingly to that 

detested task. By the time Zoe and Kai overhear what is happening, Budzo’s 

swinging ladder is complete and ready for transport. Despite the best efforts of 

Zambezia’s defenders to thwart its placement, the span is successfully positioned 

across a chasm separating lizard haunts from city of birds. As monitors begin to 

work their sluggish way across it, Budzo confesses to Cecil and Morton they are 

not so much partners as dupes. Their usefulness to him has ended, making them 

disposable prey to his famished kin.  



     That disclosure causes a change of heart in the marabou clan. Faced with a 

choice between becoming a meal and partnering with fellow birds, marabous 

understandably pick the latter course. Bombardier volunteers dislodge some 

advancing foes, though Budzo clings tenaciously to his advanced post just below 

the nesting area of Zambezia. Like King Kong, he is a formidable menace not 

about to be quickly exterminated.  

     Can reinforced guardian birds stave off Budzo’s attack? Watch the rest of the 

film and find out. 

     ADVENTURES IN ZAMBEZIA is a first-rate animated film with coherent 

screenplay, an attractively diverse set of characters, gorgeous production design, 

spiritually engaging music by debuting film composer Bruce Retief and thrillingly 

kinetic cinematography. The camerawork seems strongly modelled on WINGED 

MIGRATION’s, guaranteeing authenticity and power.  

     Some critics have complained of a lack of character development, plot 

originality and emotional depth. Compared to what, TOY STORY 3? There is just as 

much emotional impact as in DESPICABLE ME and HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON, 

more than what is found in FROM UP ON POPPY HILL and PONYO. True, the 

storyline follows a traditional coming-of-age outline, which may make it seem 

clichéd to older viewers. Younger ones will be too invested in colorful characters 

and scenery to notice. South African landscapes are vividly realized, bringing 

unfamiliar scenery details engagingly to the screen.  

     As for the animation itself, Triggerfish Studios have done a remarkably fine job 

recreating their home turf’s flora and fauna. Depicted with unique coloration and 

feathering, each bird species represented evidences its own nesting style, flight 

ideosyncracies and dietary preferences. This insures child observers entertaining 

and educational experiences. 

     Less successful is the sound recording, with bizarre, disharmonious accents 

distracting listeners. Sometimes syllables and words are lost to indistinctiveness. 

Regional casting should have been given priority over international stars, even 

though that might spike foreign investment in production. On the other hand, 

hearing familiar acting voices proves pleasant as well as dramatically rewarding. 



     Cave scenes and flight sequences tend to be underlit, resulting in poorly 

defined objects, even blurrings. While smears might be unavoidable and 

appropriate for aviation scenes, they’re certainly mighty unattractive in others.  

     Hats off to distinguished vocal performances by Leonard Nimoy (Sekhura), 

Jeremy Suarez (Kai), Abigail Breslin (Zoe), Jim Cummings (Budzo) and Samuel 

Jackson as the voice of Tendai. Nimoy’s speeches depict the gravity, restraint and 

diplomacy of a senior counselor. Jeremy Suarez evidences juvenile impatience, 

cockiness, frustration, long-simmering rebelliousness. With a mix of acerbic wit, 

mostly directed at Kai, and honeyed resignation, employed when responding to 

Sekhuru, Abigail Breslin makes Zoe adventurously tart with peers,  obediently 

deferential to seniors. Less polished, authoritative, steeped in tacit treachery, Jim 

Cummings’ voice projects menacing undertones beneath surface coolness. In his 

utterances, Samuel Jackson communicates bitter experience, resentment about 

ingratitude, fear of history repeating itself, snappish temper intended to keep 

prospective friends at impersonal distance. Mired in neutrality when the film 

begins, his Tendai gradually gets pulled into commitment by Kai’s impulsiveness, a 

gradual process Jackson slowly and methodically reveals, dispensing with 

flippancy in favor of heroic resoluteness in later stages of the film. Indeed, so rich 

are verbal deliveries here, they more than compensate for occasional slides into 

hackneyed one-line putdowns. 

     ADVENTURES IN ZAMBEZIA is an engrossing, scenic, enriching entertainment 

for family viewing by children ages eight and older. And their parents. Its MPAA 

rating of G is a tad too universal, for some violent episodes will probably 

dishearten and terrify the seven and under crowd. 

     Special features of the dvd are comprised of 1. Birds of a Feather featurette 

running five minutes, 2. An African Story featurette lasting six and one-half 

minutes, 3. The Tree City featurette of three and three-quarter minutes duration, 

4. Technical Challenges featurette with a running time of four minutes, 5. a four 

and one-half minute music video “Come and Fly With Me”, and 6. subtitles.           


